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Let’s start with three
EXPERIMENTS



About this Test (391)

Background

This non-profit was running a money bomb campaign in the December timeframe and wanted to 

understand the effect of email length on generosity.

Objective

Which email will result in the most donations and donation revenue?



#391
Version A Version B

481%
In Clicks

38.1%
Average Gift

NO DIFF
In Donation Rate



About this Test (4174)

Background

This non-profit was running a spring fundraising campaign promoting a match opportunity.

Objective

Which email will result in the most response?



Version A



Version B



Side-by-Side
Version A Version B

80.3%
CLICKS

112.5%
DONATIONS



About this Test (6487)

Background

This non-profit was running a campaign to get support for assisting a budget contest.

Objective

Which email will result in the most donations?



Version A



Version B



Side-by-Side
Version A Version B

328%
DONATIONS

91%
AVG GIFT



SMALL ADJUSTMENTS
to us can be very

SIGNIFICANT
to donors.



Combines the perpetual learning of a 

marketing and fundraising Research 

Lab with the practical application of 

a Consultancy:

• 1,100+ unique experiments spanning a 

combined sample of more than 197 million 

donor interactions.

• Research with 158 not-for-profit organizations 

to-date

• 4 Major studies, 6 Whitepapers, 19 

Instructional videos and Database of over 

54,462 messages

About NextAfter



People will treat purely digital 
experiences like they are 

experiences with real people.



Because people give to people, 
not email machines.



“Human beings are 
hardwired to respond 

to cues in the 
environment, especially 

to things that seem 
alive in some way.”

-Dr. B.J. Fogg



“Human beings are 
hardwired to respond 

to cues in the 
environment, especially 

to things that seem 
alive in some way.”

-Dr. B.J. Fogg



Let’s revisit one of 
the case studies…



For Example…
Version A Version B

328%
DONATIONS

91%
AVG GIFT



For Example…
Version A Version B



For Example…
Version B

“But now the fight begins…”

“I wanted to get this news to you 
as soon as I could…”

“That’s where you can help turn 
up the heat…”



For Example…
Version B

“Incredible impact…

“Thanks for standing…”

“Would you be able to help us…”

“I’d be honored…”

Desperately…”



For Example…
Version B



It’s not about the change in 
the email; it’s about the 

change in the mind of the 
reader. 



So how can we detect what 
the mind will respond to in 
nonprofit email appeals?



Neme =  (2u + i)cx – (dc + 2a)  

Neme = Nonprofit email appeal effectiveness

u = perceived utility

i = incentive to act now

cx = emotional connection

dc = discontinuity 

a = artificiality









Neme =  (2u + i)cx – (dc + 2a)  

Today we are going to help you get a quick 
understanding of each factor and how you can 

leverage this thinking tool to inspire more generosity 
in your email campaigns.



Perceived Utility
The Strategic Formula for Nonprofit Email Appeal Success



Neme =  (2u + i)cx – (dc + 2a)  

Perceived Utility

The amount of usefulness your email perceives to have in 
advancing them toward achieving their core desires.





From this To this





“We didn’t encounter a single 

April Fools’ Day email or 

anything remotely humorous 

in either the 99th or 50th 

percentile of viral emails. So 

it was 0% vs. 0%.”

-Chad White



“While it’s possible that every 
funny email is sitting just outside 
the 99th percentile, it’s more 
likely that this is further proof of 
the utility that people expect out 
of email marketing. 

While a lot of advertising is 
driven by humor, marketing is 
driven by value and service, and 
the results of this study appear 
to support that.”



People often

ESCAPE
to email looking for a

QUICK WIN.



What are they “winning” 
when they open our

emails?



“The desire for a feeling of importance 
is one of the chief distinguishing 
differences between mankind and the 
animals.”

-Dale Carnegie



“It was this desire for a feeling of 
importance that led an uneducated, 
poverty-stricken grocery clerk to study 
some law books he found in the bottom 
of a barrel of household plunder that he 
had bought for fifty cents. You have 
probably heard of this grocery clerk. His 
name was Lincoln.”

-Dale Carnegie



#1029 From This To This

105%
In Clicks

383%
In Donations

5.9%
In Average Gift



(#106)
To ThisFrom This

44%
DONATIONS

50% CLICKS



#7821 From This To This

106.3%
In Donations

550 words 2,200 words



#391
From This To This

481%
In Clicks

38.1%
Average Gift

NO DIFF
In Donation Rate



And that’s not all…



Source. The Science of Giving



Source. The Science of Giving



Source. The Science of Giving



Source. The Science of Giving



Incentive to act now
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Neme =  (2u + i)cx – (dc + 2a)  

Incentive to Act

The additional reason your email gives them to act now, as 
opposed to later.





From This To This





From This To This

107%
In Average Gift

63%
In Donations



From This To This

65%
In Donations



From This To This

89%
In Donations

87%
In Clicks



Source. The Science of Giving



Source. The Science of Giving



Source. The Science of Giving



Source. The Science of Giving



Source: Science Magazine



Emotional Connection
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Neme =  (2u + i)cx – (dc + 2a)  

Emotional Connection

The amount of additional emotional connection created 
between you and your reader.



In Detail (#6487)

If you remember from the 
introduction, you can see 
small, key emotive language 
additions that help the reader 
connect emotionally to the 
message and the request.



In Detail (#6487)

In addition, the more personal 
approach directly defines the 
role that the reader can play, 
while the control leaves it up 
for the reader to figure out.



In Detail (#6487)

How could this add 
up to such a 
monumental 
difference in 

performance?



Because real people are 
not all logic and reason.





We spend so much time learning to 
communicate to the

CONSCIOUS MIND
that we forget to communicate to the 

SUBCONSCIOUS MIND.



“The limbic brain is responsible for all of our feelings, 
such as trust and loyalty. It is also responsible for all 
human behavior and all our decision-making, but it 
has no capacity for language.”

-Simon Sinek
Start With Why



Well, then this explains why 
sometimes…



(#4170)
CONTROL TREATMENT

No Difference



(#6655)
CONTROL TREATMENT

No Difference

Note: Filters applied to email screenshots



(#6272)
Version A Version B

80.8%
Donations

Note: 
Filters 
applied to 
email 
screenshots



EFFECTIVE
email content is

AFFECTIVE.



Your Message Your Donor



Discontinuity
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Neme =  (2u + i)cx – (dc + 2a)  

Discontinuity

The amount of surprise that occurs after a reader either clicks 
to open your email or clicks the call to action in it.



Whiplash

12 3



YEAR-END (#583)
CONTROL TREATMENTS A and B

50%
In Donations

91%
In Clicks



MONTHLY APPEAL (#6020)
CONTROL TREATMENT

63%
In Clicks

9%
In Donations*



MONEY BOMB (#5461)

CONTROL TREATMENT

9%
In Donations*

50%
In Clicks



EMAIL ACQ FREE OFFER (#4861)
CONTROL TREATMENT

25.9%
In Emails Added



All clicks are 

NOT
created

EQUAL.



Action-ready readers

WANT TO KNOW
where your email is leading

BEFORE
they will proceed.



Artificiality
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Neme =  (2u + i)cx – (dc + 2a)  

Artificiality

The amount of perceived insincerity in your message to the 
reader.



Photo credit: http://www.iacopodiluigi.com

What do you think 
of when you look at 
this picture?



MONEY BOMB (#4174)
CONTROL TREATMENT

80.3%
CLICKS

112.5%
DONATIONS



FREE COURSE LAUNCH (#7524/7466)

CONTROL TREATMENT

14.3%
In Clicks



FREE EBOOK OFFER (#6429)
CONTROL TREATMENT

14.8%
In Clicks



STEWARDSHIP (#483)
CONTROL TREATMENT

19.6%
In Clicks



YEAR-END (#5824)
CONTROL TREATMENT

53.9%
In Clicks



In Email, people still subliminally  

PRIORITIZE
messages that appear to be

PERSONALLY WRITTEN



Because real people send
text based emails, not 

HTML emails.



Even Calls to Action… (#4980)
CONTROL TREATMENT

78%
In Donations

12.4%
In Clicks



Because real people use 
raw links, not hyperlinked 

phrases or buttons.





Because real people need 
enough information before 

making a real decision.



A Final Case Study



About this Test (6988)

Background

This non-profit was running a fundraising campaign around their Weekend to 

Remember® marriage getaway to help bring relief and restoration to burned out 

pastor marriages.

Objective

Determine which email campaign will result in the donations (if at all).



Original



Original
Treatment Email



Original Treatment Email

272%
DONATIONS



Can you translate this into 
a checklist?



Humanizing your email
1. Choose an email design that you would send to a friend, eliminating artificiality cues.

2. Before you make a request, make sure there is enough body copy to help readers 

perceive utility… do they clearly understand how your campaign advances a part of 

their story?

3. When you make a call-to-action request, be clear about your desire and intentions, 

eliminating discontinuity.

4. Read the email out loud and add/adjust content to account for an emotional 

connection so it sounds like it is from a human, and makes you feel something.

5. Finally, look for a an opportunity to insert a genuine incentive to act now, be it a 

countdown clock, social cues, a limited time match or something else.



Quick Summary



People will treat purely digital 
experiences like they are 

experiences with real people.



Because people give to people, 
not email machines.



Don’t focus on changing 
the email; focus on 

impacting the mind of the 
reader. 



Neme =  (2u + i)cx – (dc + 2a)  

Neme = Nonprofit email appeal effectiveness

u = perceived utility

i = incentive to act now

cx = emotional connection

dc = discontinuity 

a = artificiality



Questions?


